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By NY Times Bestselling Author Bob Mayer writing as Robert Doherty (author of the bestselling Area 51
series)Over 1,000,000 copies sold Amazon Hot 100 in print. Amazon Top 10 in Thriller. Spell-binding Will
keep you on the edge of your seat. Call it techno-thriller, call it science fiction, call it just terrific story-
telling. Terry Brooks, #1 NY Times Bestselling author of the Shannara series and Star Wars Phantom
MenaceWhat if the legendary Shadow that destroyed Atlantis 10,000 years ago, comes back to threaten our
present world?Washington DC is laid waste. In Paris, the swastika flies from the Eiffel Tower. More than
two billion are dead from the polar caps melting. This is the future former Green Beret Eric Dane, with the
help of Amelia Earhart, sees through the mysterious gates unless he can prevent it.A war beyond time. An
enemy beyond space. A thriller beyond your wildest dreams. Three areas on the Earth 's surface defy
explanation: the Bermuda Triangle, the Devil 's Sea of Japan, and a small region of Cambodia. Inside these
realms, planes have disappeared, ships have vanished, and, in Cambodia, an entire civilization has been lost
leaving behind Angkor Wat.In 1863 Robert E. Lee leads the south 's last chance at victory over the North.
The two armies meet at Gettysburg, neither side quite aware why they are drawn there. For the result of
Pickett 's charge will not just determine the war, but the fate of the planet on a scale only a handful of
priestesses from another time understand as they connect this battle with the Little Big Horn in 1876 and the
Zulu territory in Africa in 1828 as British Forces prepare to face their enemy at Isandlwana.In the present,
Dane must work with Earhart to make sure the massacres and deaths from those battles will not be in vain as
they try to stop the dark Shadow coming through the gates from consuming our world.If you enjoyed LOST,
you ll love this book and be amazed at the similarities in concept (although this book was published before
Lost).
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From Reader Review Battle for Atlantis for online ebook

Bill Bowne says

Nice surprise as to the identities of "the Ones Before", but the rest is pretty blah.

Richard Tolleson says

With such a mind-bending concept, words fail to describe it--literally. this would make a better movie than a
book. I too enjoyed the Civil War segments the most.

Shane says

The series was a good read overall. It took a long time to get to the end and then it was all over in just a few
pages... I think a bit more, prolonged, excitement would have been the way to finish it!

Ralph says

After reading all six Atlantis books this is another Bob Mayer series that I loved. The Atlantis series is
similar in style and approach as the Area 51 series where the author blends history with fiction seamlessly.
The story line is great fun with the unknowns being slowly revealed over the course of the series into a
conclusion that wraps up the series.

Waynmethod says

A mediocre payoff for having waded through six novels filled with repetitive themes and details.

The editing for the ebook versions of all six was horrid, to boot.

Rita McDowell says

Outstanding

Actually I just finished all the books in this series. Excellent writing and storyline. While at times it did get a
bit technical and hard to read,, stay with it as it is definitely worth it in the end. Excellent read for sure but
start with the first book and read them in order. Enjoy



Weylin says

A cool book I stumbled upon in a used book store. It incorperates history and sci-fi in a quick read. The book
starts fast but ends a bit hokie. For me, the best parts of the book were the inclusions of the Civil War. If
nothing else, this book has inspired me to read more about the war,fiction and non-fiction, in the future.

David Dalton says

What a great series. 4 stars for this book and the entire series. If you like sci-fi action and lots of history, then
this series is for you. I started reading this series back in 2013, and spaced myself out with a book a year. In
the meantime I read several other Bob Mayer thrillers, like the first 3 in the Area 51 series and several of the
Green Beret stories. I have about 32 of Mayer's books in my Kindle and plan to start on The Sphinx next.

Enjoyed the ending, especially with Lincoln and his wife Mary, but could have used some closure with Dane
and a few other characters.

Lee says

Well after so many "episodes" in book length there is a lot of repetitions of things already said in previous
books of the series but justifiable , I would guess if someone is not reading all the books in sequence. I enjoy
the technical/science and historical descriptions but feel it was too obviously a clever way to lengthen every
book in the series and trap the reader in buying more books to get to the finale. For that reason I give 3 stars.

The last two books deal with how to defeat the threat being made. These books have two or even three
stories going at once and are a bit confusing at times. I think the biggest issues is that sometimes the
concurrent stories are given to much precedence in comparison with the main story. There is great detail
given to some aspect of these stories that could be better used progressing the main story line.

I found the ending to the entire conflict to be a little short. It's pretty clear what happens to most of the main
characters but nothing is really mentioned about the conflict as a whole other than it is finished.

The series as a whole is quite interesting though. There wasn't as much in respect to Atlantis as I figured
there would be when I started the series but it still works. If you like a story that takes place over different
times, deals with places like the Bermuda Triangle and the Nazca Lines, and maybe even takes you to other
worlds then this is a series that would probably interest you.

Ms. Just One More Book (Kris Miller) says

In the final book, Battle for Atlantis, Eric Dane must travel through space and time with the help of Amelia
Earhart and Ahana. This time they want to bring the Battle to the Shadow on the Shadow's own earth
timeline in the hopes of finally destroying them.



Mayer is a wonderful storyteller that has a knack for combining many elements like Sci-fi, both historical
fiction and non fiction, myth and legend, and turning them into fascinating reads. With that said, I'm glad the
series is over. In my humble, non important opinion, I do think that the series could have been shortened. I
realize that each book is supposed to be able to be read as a stand alone, but the constant reference to events
in other books took up a lengthy section in the last few books. Also while I did overall enjoy the series, it
could have been wrapped up a bit sooner. Lastly, the ending was a bit of a let down. Wrapped up in just a
couple short chapters, and well, almost open ended. Still a good book and interesting series.

Lubos Elexa says

Od zlého k horšiemu. Už chápem to množstvo recenzií, ktoré tvrdili, že na ukon?enie príbehu sta?ili
maximálne dve knihy. Že z toho urobí dejiny ob?ianskej vojny som ne?akal. Spievajúcich Zuluov s Britmi
tiež nie. A že finálny boj bude trva? cca 12 strán už vôbec nie. A koniec autor asi zabudol napísa?.

Ed Tinkertoy says

The review I provided for the previous book in this series applies here. The 6 books should have been
combined into one or two at most and all of the repetitive stuff eliminated.

Kathleen Lubbers says

Great series!

What a ride! Exciting to the end! No doubt, Mayer is a talented author who weaves facts with fictional
characters in a most entertaining way!

Simon says

Alrighty, then. I read the entire series (thanks, Kindle Unlimited!) and to be honest, I read it in one day. This
is the kind of thing that makes Ripping Yarns look like documentaries. Eric Dane first encounters the
Shadow and the Ones Before during a special ops mission in Cambodia, 1968. The war between the two
groups has been going on for eons, and before the six books are done all kinds of people will be involved
from Robert E. Lee to Amelia Earhart, who winds up leading medieval samurai into battle alongside the
ship's medical officer from the Cyclops, lost in the Bermuda Triangle in 1918. Other cameos are from the
USS Scorpion, Robert Frost(no kidding) and a raft of others who whip in and out of the adventure saga is a
sort of para-Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure way. All of the Asian women are hot and deadly (except for
the Japanese scientist, she just comes across as deadly). The really cool people are actual descendants of
ancient Atlanteans, with the very coolest getting to have their bodies become crystal when they use them to
save the planet from whatever each entry in the series has as the McGuffin. Well, sort of save them. There
are a few tsunamis that take out places like Puerto Rico, and Iceland actually kind of blows up. Bummer. But
it's that kind of nutty space opera writing that keeps the pages turning. Nothing ever really makes any sense -
-- although Donegan certainly seems to think it does --- but you will get an alternative to the Indiana Jones



explanation of crystal skulls. And no Shia LeBouef, so there's that to recommend it.

Nutty. But reasonably entertaining, if you can get past the queasy violence. People get eaten, vivisected,
blown up, speared by krakens, immolated by nuclear explosions, the fun never ends. If you haven't actually
connected to a single damn character after six books, well, you haven't. It's not Anna Karenina with
Atlanteans.

Jenniferk says

194 page history lesson not a great end

It feels like a combined physics and history lesson not an end to a series. If parsed down to what is relevant
to the series, 20 pages would have sufficed. Disappointing.


